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cells with 2n (double) set of chromosomes; regular body cells 
                                                                          (somatic cells) are diploidcells with 1n (single) set of chromosomes;
  gametes & spores are haploid

exchange of DNA between homologous chromosomes

genetic variation; new gene combinations

genes for different traits are inherited separately, if they are on different 
chromosomes; offspring get new gene combinations

prophase I of meiosis

change in DNA sequence; can change genes

variations may aid in survival

allele that is expressed, even when recessive is also present
allele that is hidden when dominant is also present

genotype with 2 same alleles (AA or aa)
genotype with 2 different alleles (Aa)

alleles an individual has for a trait; what "type o' genes" they have
traits that are expressed; what "physical form" they have

75% tall, 25% short
3 tall: 1 short
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9 round, yellow:
3 round, green:
3 wrinkled, yellow:
1 wrinkled, green



(so, Mr. Jones has to be AA ‐ he can't be Ao)A A
A
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AB  AB  50% chance of child with type A

Color‐blind Father = XcY
Mother = XCXc (has to be a carrier to have color‐blind 
daughter)
Color‐blind Daughter = XcXc

family tree that follows inheritance of a trait; useful to predict chances of inheritance

trait caused by more than one gene; example ‐ skin color

P cross between opposite pure breeding parents; F1 showed all dominant; F2 showed 3:1

gel electrophoresis produces "DNA fingerprints" that are unique

in child's "DNA fingerprint" some of the bands will match
with one parent and the rest with the other parent

DNA evidence left at crime scene may match with suspect

using fetal cells from amniotic fluid to test for genetic disorders

using recombinant DNA to insert the "correct" gene into a person 
with a genetic disorder

human insulin gene is inserted into bacterial plasmid, and bacterium produces 
human insulin

organism containing genes transferred from a different organism; Bt cotton (has pesticide                           
                                                                                              genes from Bt bacterium)

producing an identical copy of a gene, cell, or organism

separation of DNA fragments based on size, and attraction to positive charge



especially with humans ‐ is it right to change our genes?; GM organisms may interfere 
with food webs

many traits and diseases are influenced by both genes & environment

autosomal recessive; abnormal hemoglobin; fatigue, etc.
sex‐linked recessive; cannot distinguish between red & green

autosomal recessive; thick mucus in lungs
sex‐linked recessive; inability of blood to clot properly

extra copy of 21st chromosome; mental retardation, etc.
autosomal dominant; brain deterioration after age 30‐40

can inherit tendency, but poor diet/exercise can also cause
can inherit tendency, but poor diet/exercise can also cause type II diabetes

can inherit tendency, but environmental mutagens can also cause
can inherit tendency, but exposure to irritants can also cause

improper diet; lacking nutrients
exposure to lead in paint, water supply, etc.

decreased lung volume; lung/oral cancer; emphysema
cancers

abiogenesis=spontaneous generation ; biogenesis=life comes from life of same type

biogenesis; S‐necked flasks of broth stayed clear because microbes couldn't get in

heated up fluids found on primitive Earth; shocked with electricity; formed simple 
organic molecules (simulated what could have happened in primordial seas)

oldest fossils are in the lowest layers of sedimentary rock & youngest are in top layers

many different species form from one species, usually due to 
separation geographicallyhave reduced/no function; appendix

DNA/proteins in common show common ancestry; hemoglobin genes

change in species over time, due to some adaptations favoring survival/reproduction

variation is part of natural selection ‐ certain variations may aid in survival

separation of population groups by water or landmasses, that may lead to speciation

separation of groups within a population due to mating time or courtship behavior; 
may lead to speciation



not composed of cells & cannot reproduce on own; 
but do have DNA or RNA & can infect cells

variation exists; organisms compete for resources; best adapted survive & reproduce; 
species changes over time

insects adapt to be resistant to pesticides that kill 
others of their species
bacteria adapt to be resistant to antibiotics that kill 
many of their species

organisms in common taxa (groups) evolved from common ancestor

organisms with large similarities in DNA evolved from common ancestor

close sequences in amino acids in proteins = common ancestry

similar stages in embryonic development = common ancestry

budding; also sexual filterfeeding simple  diffusion
stinging tentaclesbudding; also sexual nerve net; diffusion

mostly sexual mouth>dig.tract>anus "brain", nerve cord, nephridia

sexual mouth>...anus ganglia; nephridia

sexual
sexual

swimming sperm; 
gametophyte dominant
swimming sperm; 
sporophyte dominant

mouth>...anus brain, complex senses; 
excretory organs

photosynthesis

complex brain, complex 
senses; excretory organs

mouth>...anus

photosynthesis
photosynthesis
photosynthesis

vascular tissue
simple  diffusion

vascular tissue
vascular tissue

pollen; flower; fruit; seed

pollen; cone; seed
budding; spores absorption
asexualby mitosis

simple  diffusion

asexualbinary fission

some photosynthetic; 
some absorptive
some photosynthetic; 
some absorptive

simple  diffusion
simple  diffusion



‐ (integumentary) ‐ defense; maintaining temp./moisture

‐ transport of nutrients, wastes, gases through body

‐ breakdown and absorption of nutrients from food

‐ regulation of organs by hormones, released from glands

‐ removal of nitrogenous waste by kidneys

‐ defense against pathogens; B cells make antibodies; T cells kill 
                                                                              pathogens directly
‐ communication; receiving stimulus‐>interpreting‐>responding

‐ body movement and organ movement

‐ producing gametes & enabling development of embryo/fetus

‐ gas exchange: removal of CO2 from blood and intake of O2

‐ framework for attachment of muscles; protection of organs

                                                                                 hormones travel through blood to 
target organ to cause change; feedback = an end product affects its own production

‐ attract pollinators
‐ female part in middle

‐ male parts; make pollen
‐ in pistil; contains ovules (eggs); 
   becomes fruit

petal

pistil

sepal

stamen

keeping in moisture; support; gas exchange; internal fertization
removing excess H2O/salts; support; external fertilization

temperature and precipitation

biotic (living) factors can be limited by abiotic (nonliving) factors, like water, air, etc.

the role an organism has in its environment (trophic level, etc.)

both species benefit [+/+]
one species benefits, other is unharmed [+/0]

one species benefits, other is harmed [+/‐]

axon end of neuron cell ‐> across a synapse ‐> muscle cell or dendrite of another neuron



predator hunts prey

factor influenced by population size; ex. overcrowding causes stress, disease

factor not influenced by population size; ex. storms, fire, drought

amount of individuals that can be sustained in a population over time

condensation‐>precipitation‐>intake by organisms‐>respiration, 
transpiration, evaporation

                          CO2 in air‐>by photosynthesis into carbohydrates‐>eaten by 
consumers, in variety of organic molecules‐>back to CO2 by cell respiration or burning
                           N2 gas in air‐>into nitrates by nitrogen‐fixing bacteria‐>absorbed by 
plants‐>into proteins & nucleic acids in plants & animals‐>decomposers send back to air

cutting down or burning forests could reduce O2 and increase CO2

excess fertilizers can upset aquatic ecosystems by adding too much N or P

burning of fuels adds CO2 to air; causing greenhouse effect/global warming

conversion of nitrogen gas to a form usable by plants; nitrogen‐fixing bacteria 
(lightning also converts it)

energy from sun enters ecosystems through photosynthesis in producers (plants)

recycle nutrients so they can be used again

feeding levels: producer‐>1st order consumer‐>2nd order consumer...

plankton (algae) minnow heron

energy is lost as it transfers; nutrients are not lost but recycled

only 10% of energy is passed to next level; 
the rest is used & waste heat is released



interconnected food chains ‐ shows all feeding relationships

                                        orderly change over time in types of plants (& animals)
 in an area ‐ when starting with bare rock or no nutrients in soil

                                        orderly change over time in types of plants (& animals)
 in an area ‐ when starting with soil with some nutrients (after fire, etc.)

the final community of plants (& animals) in an area after succession

increased temperature on Earth, due to greenhouse effect from increased CO2

melting polar ice caps; coastline changes; weather changes

reduce burning fossil fuels & forests

medical care; sanitation; overcrowding; cultural factors

increased demand for food & resources

increased disease; pollution; habitat destruction

depletion of natural resources

top trophic levels will get such build‐up that health will decrease

harming organisms & upsetting balance in ecosystem

adaptation of ability to live in presence of pesticide; overpopulation of resistant species

importing predators that will reduce pests; pro=no pesticides; con=non‐native 
species may overpopulate and upset ecosystem

pesticide that was used extensively in US; bio‐magnification harmed predatory birds

looking like a dangerous animal will make predators avoid them

camouflage; hide from predators

nurturing from parents aids in survival of young

food‐getting methods/structures help in survival

learning to eat new food sources; changing habitats and behaviors if ecosystem
 is damaged by natural disaster



growth of plant stems/leaves toward light

growth of roots towards Earth's gravity and shoots 
(stems) away from gravity

growth of stems towards or away from touch

movement of protist or animal towards/away from a 
specific chemical; ex. food, poison, etc.

movement of protist or animal towards/away from light

simple innate behavior that protects from harm

simple learned behavior where baby bonds to parent

complex innate behavior

imprinting, habituation, trial & error, conditioning, 
insight (reasoning)

behaviors based on a 24‐hour pattern
       (sleep/wake cycles, etc.)

instinctual behavior of seasonal movement

slow state of metabolism triggered by dry, hot weather

slow state of metabolism triggered by cold weather

behaviors based on instinct and time (ex. seasonal)

if the behavior is governed by genetics and helps in survival/reproduction, 
it is adaptive
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